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By Brent Dorian Carpenter

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2005. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 155 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Bald Ambition is a potpourri of ideas,
essays, writing styles and assorted madness representing a unique voice of black gayness
regurgitated from the ghetto bowels of Detroit Brent s Fagenda and Brent Reloaded From 2001
through 2004, the outrageous, thought-provoking, award-winning column in the Detroit-based
Between The Lines newspaper chronicled the life of the writer struggling to cope with the everyday
freak shows and fallacies of being black, gay, HIV-positive and bipolar in America. Includes such
classic essays as Dreading the Term N-Word More than the Word Itself, C mon, Baby, Let Me Just
Stick the Head In, In Search of the Perfect Orgy, When the Bottom Falls Out of the Market, Girl, He
Tore my Guts Out, and When are You Queens Going to Let Go of Astrology Historically Black,
Historically Gay 40 short bios and beautifully rendered drawings of black gay historical figures,
including Barbara Jordan, George Washington Carver, Angela Davis, Bayard Rustin, Billie Holiday,
Benjamin Banneker and many more! Black Pride Diaries A snapshot of the Black Gay Pride circuit as
witnessed by the writer...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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